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REQUEST FOR GROUP HISTORY 

"Whenever a society or civJlization perishes there is always one
condition present: they forgot where they come from." -Corl Sandberg
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3. Why was the group started? (Did it begin because of a split from the parent group2
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6. Have any groups �pit off from your group? Details? 1v· , .....
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7. Has the group changed its name over the years? If so, why? IV o·
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10. Are there any amusing stories or anecdotes.about your.group's· beginnings and subsequentgrowth? (Sometimes these incidents give the group ifs unique flavor, and set it apart as
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These questions are gu1de!1nesfor a G:oup History: Please co�ile.yourgrou�•s:information on(tJ\f1 �a. separate sheet[s} of whit'! paper suitable for permanent archive records. GNe your group 1 \ ·ji_ _()history to your DCM who will fOIWard the original to the Area Archivist for the Area Archives. i.J::A"'i vi 
You should retain copies for your group's and District records..
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